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BOOK REVIEW
THE ENDURING FEDERALIST, edited by Charles A.
Beard. New York: Doubleday & Co., 1948. Pp. xvi, 391. $4.00.
THE GREAT REHEARSAL, By Carl Van Doren. New York:
The Viking Press, 1948. Pp. x, 336. $3.75.
In a time of crisis there can be comfort in first principles,
and in these volumes two distinguished authors make that
comfort readily available. They tell of the founding of the
Republic in terms of the men and issues of the years 1787 and
1788.
When governments are made, it is well to know of pre-
vious experience. The correspondence of James Madison
shows that, in preparation for the Constitutional Convention,
he carefully prepared a comprehensive memorandum on all
the experiments in confederated government in the history of
the world. He circulated that memorandum to George Wash-
ington and other members of the Convention, and subsequent
discussions of government for America thereupon included
references to such experiments in government as the Amphic-
tyonic Council of ancient Greece or the medieval German
Empire.
Such historical analysis was essential if the government
to be created for the United States in the 1780's was to have
the benefit of the experience of mankind. Such analysis is
equally essential today if the creation of a government for
the world in the 1940's is to have the benefit of the experience
of mankind, and books such as these make their contribution
to such analysis by showing why the system of federal repre-
sentative government seemed desirable to the one-time British
colonies of North America. Both these volumes are intended
to contribute to our judgment concerning world government.
Van Doren's conception of the Constitutional struggle is of a
"Great Rehearsal" for world government, and to Beard the
Federalist "Endures" for present guidance.
Yet such historical analysis, to serve its purpose of pro-
viding information for present judgment, must be dispassion-
ate and wholly fair. Historical research which distorts pre-
cedent to favor a preconception is cheating, and much con-
temporary use of historical material is that kind of cheating.
One way to achieve fairness is to present the facts, as nearly
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